Introduction
============

A myriad of adaptations promoting migration have evolved ([@bib48]), including common behaviors such as walking and swimming and more unusual behaviors such as ballooning ([@bib40]) and phoresy ([@bib31]). In particular, self-generated motility is a common mode of evolutionary adaptation across all domains of life and greatly affects the spatial distributions of organisms ([@bib4]). Self-propelled movement allows, among other benefits, active foraging ([@bib45]; [@bib50]), means to escape dangerous circumstances ([@bib52]) and enhanced dispersal to and colonization of new habitats ([@bib35]), all of which can be highly beneficial in changing environments. In non-motile species, evolutionary adaptation can occur by increasing the maximum rate of reproduction in any given environment ([@bib56]), exploiting novel resource niches ([@bib3]) or evolving novel modes of interference competition ([@bib29]). In contrast, motile organisms have the additional potential to adapt by modifying the rate, pattern or energetics of their locomotive behaviors.

Among microbes, motility is essential for many individual- and group-level behaviors, including migration toward nutrient sources ([@bib51]; [@bib59]), host colonization ([@bib57]; [@bib19]), biofilm and fruiting-body formation ([@bib37]; [@bib62]) and predation ([@bib62]). Owing to their rapid growth, large populations and genetic tractability, microbial systems allow evolution experiments to examine the roles of motility in adaptation in ways that are not feasible with large organisms ([@bib22]). One evolution experiment with the soil-dwelling cooperative bacterium *Myxococcus xanthus* showed that bacterial motility can rapidly degrade under relaxed selection ([@bib63]). In contrast, motility rate can increase evolutionarily during adaptation in a spatially structured habitat in which resource patches are relatively rare ([@bib15]). In three other experimental evolution studies (one with *M. xanthus* and two with *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*), repeated exclusive selection of cells at the leading edge of expanding colonies for transfer to the next evolutionary cycle universally led to increased rates of swarming in evolved populations ([@bib61]; [@bib51]; [@bib59]).

*M. xanthus* uses two genetically and functionally different motility systems to search for prey ([@bib16]; [@bib43]). 'S motility\', also known as 'Type IV pili-mediated motility\' ([@bib46]) is a group-coordinated mode of movement that requires cell--cell proximity and is driven by Type IV pili ([@bib21]; [@bib69]). Adventurous motility ('A motility\') allows cells to move individually and involves transient focal adhesion complexes ([@bib33]; [@bib47]). These motility systems contribute to group movement to different degrees on different surfaces ([@bib16]; [@bib43]) and each is genetically complex ([@bib72]; [@bib71]). Swarming on soft (0.5%) agar is driven solely by S-motility, as A+S− mutants are unable to swarm effectively on soft agar but A-motility mutants (A−S+) swarm equivalently to wild-type A+S+. In contrast, both motility systems contribute to swarming on hard (1.5%) agar, as debilitation of either system reduces but does not eliminate swarming on hard agar ([@bib43]). Such dual motility is thought to allow *M. xanthus* to swarm more effectively across diverse surface conditions in the soil ([@bib73]) than would either system alone ([@bib43]). Motility rates among closely related natural isolates of *M. xanthus* isolated from the same local population vary greatly ([@bib65]; [@bib27]), indicating (along with the large changes in motility rates and phenotypes previously documented in laboratory populations ([@bib61]; [@bib15])) that bacterial motility evolves rapidly, whether in response to direct selection on motility behavior *per se* or indirectly by pleiotropy.

In this study, we have tested more extensively than previous studies whether adaptation by actively motile bacteria under continuous selection to increase fitness at the leading edge of expanding swarms occurs solely or predominantly by the evolution of faster swarming, or rather might commonly occur by mechanisms accessible to non-motile organisms as well. We further tested whether evolutionary changes in motility behavior occurred only by mere changes in intrinsic motility rate or whether populations evolved motility behaviors that are exhibited only in the presence of competitors. Finally, our experimental design, which employed three ancestral motility genotypes evolving in replicate populations across two environments, allowed us to investigate whether the motility genotype of ancestors and/or swarming environment influenced the direction, degree and diversity of phenotypic evolution across several traits related to fitness.

Replicate populations of *M. xanthus* were established from each of three ancestral motility genotypes: A+S+ (both motility systems intact), A−S+ (non-functional A motility) or A+S− (non-functional S motility). The two motility systems were debilitated in the respective mutant ancestors by clean deletion of either *cglB* (A−S+) or *pilA* (A+S−) (see [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which encode proteins essential for the function of A- and S-motility, respectively ([@bib70]; [@bib42]). Populations were repeatedly allowed to grow as outwardly swarming colonies on both hard and soft agar surfaces ([@bib61]; [@bib39]) ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Parallel evolving populations were initiated from independently isolated subclones of both rifampicin sensitive and resistant variants of each of the three ancestral motility genotypes ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Every 2 weeks, a population sample from the most distal point of each expanding swarm (or from a random location on the leading edge for circular swarms) was transferred to the center of a new plate and this process was repeated for 40 cycles. Subsequently, we tested evolved populations for (i) adaptation relative to the ancestor in mixed competitions during active swarming, (ii) potential mechanisms of adaptation, either by changes in motility-independent growth rate, changes in pure-culture motility rate, motility-independent interference competition and effects of competition on motility behavior and (iii) genotypic and environmental effects on the degree and patterns of evolutionary change at both phenotypic and genotypic levels.

Results
=======

Relative fitness increased in all populations
---------------------------------------------

To demonstrate that evolutionary adaptation occurred, we tested whether the ancestral strains would lose direct competitions while swarming when mixed pairwise with evolved populations. A sample of each evolved population was mixed at a 1:1 initial ratio with a variant of its respective ancestor marked with kanamycin resistance and the resulting chimeric colony was allowed to swarm outward for 7 days on the surface type on which the descendant population had evolved. We then tested whether the evolved population had gone to fixation at the leading edge of the initially mixed colony by harvesting multiple samples from the colony perimeter. *M. xanthus* cells strongly cohere during growth on agar plates to a degree not readily overcome by experimental disaggregation methods, which prevented the use of traditional dilution plating techniques to quantify competitor frequencies. We therefore tested for adaptation by scoring the simple presence or absence of the ancestor at the swarm edge. Complete loss of the ancestor from the leading edge during the competition implies that the fitness of evolved populations increased greatly.

Ancestral cells were completely absent from the swarm-edge region in 78% of competition pairs (43/55) (one evolved population, P47, was not analyzed), clearly demonstrating the large fitness superiority of these evolved populations ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, in the 12 competitions in which ancestral cells were present at the edge of competition swarms in at least one sample of one replicate, observational evidence clearly indicated that they constituted only a minority of the sampled population. After control competitions between marked vs unmarked ancestors (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), robust growth of the marked ancestor was always evident within 2 days after samples from the competition plates were transferred to agar plates containing antibiotic to which the marked ancestor was resistant. In contrast, growth of ancestors transferred from competitions against evolved populations was never observable after 2 days, but only after at least three days, indicating that ancestor population sizes were smaller after growth in the presence of evolved strains than after growth with a differentially marked ancestor. Thus, as expected, all 55 populations showed clear evidence of large gains in fitness relative to their ancestor in the environment in which they evolved.

Mechanisms of adaptation
------------------------

Although all populations increased in relative fitness, replicate populations from the same evolutionary treatment were observed to have diversified extensively in several colony phenotypes, including swarming rate (examined more extensively below), morphology and color ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This phenotypic diversity suggested that replicate populations had evolved by a diverse range of mechanisms (or combinations of multiple mechanisms). In our selection regime, populations might have adapted by several possible mechanisms: (i) increasing their intrinsic swarming rate, (ii) increasing their intrinsic growth rate independently of swarming rate, (iii) evolving the ability to facultatively increase swarming rate in response to the presence of competitors and (iv) evolving interference competition (that is, the ability to directly hinder the growth or swarming of competitors). We tested for evidence of each of these mechanisms in all 55 populations.

### Most evolved populations swarm faster than their ancestor, but many do not

Individual swarming rates of 30 evolved populations were significantly higher than those of their respective ancestors ([Figures 2a and b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The number of evolved swarming-rate estimates higher than ancestral values (40, irrespective of individual-population significance levels), as opposed to unchanged or lower, is significantly greater than expected by chance (sign test, two-tailed *P*=0.001, *N*=55), indicating that selection for numerical prevalence at the forefront of expanding swarms tends to result in faster swarming rates, but with many exceptions. When evolutionary swarming-rate changes were averaged across all populations within each of the six genotype-by-environment treatments, mean cross-population swarming rate increased significantly in three treatments (A−S+ and A+S− populations evolved on hard agar and A+S+ populations evolved on soft agar, [Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

It is clear that increased swarming rate is not the primary mode of competitive superiority for a large proportion of evolved populations. Among the 25 populations that did not swarm significantly faster than their ancestor, 13 swarming-rate estimates were actually lower than those of the respective ancestors, with three being significantly so ([Figure 2a--b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Swarming-independent growth rates tended to increase but do not explain evolved swarming rates

We tested for generic, motility-independent adaptation to laboratory conditions by testing for increases in population growth rate that are manifested when growing populations are not allowed expand in territory size. Specifically, growth rates of evolved populations proliferating on the agar surfaces of their respective selection regimes without the opportunity for outward territory expansion were estimated. Within each treatment, the average growth rate across replicate populations increased significantly in five of the six treatments ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Across all populations, irrespective of environment, ten individual populations appear to have significantly increased their non-swarming growth rate ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These results indicate that, unsurprisingly, some degree of the overall adaptation achieved by evolved populations constitutes generic adaptation to laboratory conditions.

In theory, increased group-level swarming rates might have been caused solely by increases in motility-independent cell-division rate. In this scenario, faster swarm expansion would be driven simply by faster intrinsic population growth rather than by evolutionary changes in motility behavior. However, this does not appear to be the case, as no significant positive correlations between swarming rate and swarming-independent growth were detected among replicate populations (one-way analysis of covariance, F=1.9, *P*=0.18). Thus, evolutionary changes in swarming rate appear to have been often caused by changes in motility behavior *per se*.

### Interaction with ancestral competitors stimulates faster swarming

In addition to evolving constitutively expressed increases in swarming rate, populations might have evolved to swarm faster specifically in presence of competitors. To test for this possibility, we compared the swarming rates of mixed swarms containing both evolved and ancestor cells (4 days after being initially mixed at a 1:1 ratio) to that of the respective evolved competitors alone. Averaged across all evolved populations, chimeric colonies composed of both ancestral and evolved genotypes swarmed significantly faster than evolved populations alone ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This competition-specific increase in swarming rate was found to occur on both hard (\~3.3%) and soft (\~13.2%) agar ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Such competitor-induced increases in swarming rate were significant for six individual populations (HA-evolved P2, P18, P25 and SA-evolved P31, P32 and P38) ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Of these six populations, four swarm faster than their ancestors in pure culture (P2, P18, P25 and P32, [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, in these cases, chimeric swarms were faster than either competitor alone. In the other two cases (P31 and P38), the evolved population alone was slower than the ancestral population alone ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) but swarmed faster in the presence of the ancestor. These results suggest that newly evolved abilities to increase swarming rate specifically in response to the presence of competitors may have contributed to adaptation in some populations.

### Several populations evolved generic interference competition

Evolved interference-competition mechanisms might function generically across diverse environments (for example, a constitutively expressed anti-competitor compound) or might be specific to the leading edge of expanding swarms (for example, a motility-specific mechanism). We tested for generic interference-competition mechanisms by performing pairwise competition experiments during vegetative growth over the entire area of fenced-in agar surfaces that allowed no outward swarm expansion. An indirect method to quantify the fitness of ancestors relative to their evolved competitors was used owing to strong cell--cell cohesion by *M. xanthus* during growth on surfaces (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After 24 h of growth by each mixed competition population on a fenced agar surface, the entire population was harvested and transferred to the center of a plate containing antibiotic that allowed growth only by the marked ancestor. The performance of each ancestor relative to its evolved competitor during the preceding competition stage was determined by comparing the relative sizes of ancestor colonies on selective plates that had been initiated from competitions against an evolved population vs those from control competitions against an unmarked ancestor. Using this method, five individual evolved populations (P13, P35, P49, P53 and P55) were found to significantly reduce ancestral growth during their respective competitions, with P13 and P53 having the strongest antagonistic effects ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, several populations evolved interference competition that is effective in the absence of swarm expansion.

Genotype and surface type effects on evolutionary diversification
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Both ancestral genotype and selective environment can strongly influence the extent to which phenotypic traits evolve and such effects were evident among our populations. For example, populations that evolved on soft agar varied in swarming rate to a greater degree (relative to other populations derived from the same ancestor) in their selective regime than did populations that evolved on hard agar across all six genotypes ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *P*=0.0035, *N*=6). In particular, A−S+ populations swarming on soft agar evolved greater swarming-rate variance than any of the other five treatments. (Further analyses of genotype and environment effects on the degree of trait change are reported in [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, genotype and environment might also influence the degree to which independent populations diversify from one another and we thus tested for such effects on diversification.

Variation in the absolute degree to which replicate populations evolve can be scaled to generate a parameter---*I*~*X*~---that quantifies the extent of evolutionary diversification among populations that is independent of the mean degree of trait change ([@bib60]). More specifically, the diversification metric *I*~*X*~ represents the variance of trait change among populations within a treatment divided by their mean trait change. This parameter can potentially be compared across evolutionary treatments to test for effects of known variables on trait diversification. In our experiments, mean *I*~*X*~ values varied greatly across treatments ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), suggesting strong effects of genotype and/or environment on evolutionary diversification.

To allow statistical comparison of *I*~*X*~ across treatments, we calculated separate *I*~*X*~ values for multiple pairs of populations within each treatment (always pairing populations that share the same ancestral marker state and without replacement) to generate multiple independent estimates of *I*~*X*~ per treatment. This approach demonstrates that both genotype and environment (either alone or in combination) significantly affected the degree of evolutionary diversification across treatments, as mean *I*~*X*~ differed significantly across several treatment pairs ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, two treatments (A−S+ HA and A−S+ SA) sharing the same ancestral motility genotype (A−S+) exhibited the lowest and highest degrees of diversification (0.15 and 3.81, respectively), demonstrating that a difference in selective environments as simple as variable viscosity can greatly influence evolutionary diversification. Similarly, ancestral genotype also strongly affected diversification, as A+S+ populations evolving on hard agar diverged to a greater degree than did A−S+ populations.

Evolutionary convergence in the *frz* and *pil* motility operons
----------------------------------------------------------------

To begin investigating the molecular basis of adaptation and phenotypic evolution, we sequenced the genome of one representative clone from each of the 55 evolved populations examined here after 40 cycles of selection. The P29 clone was found to carry 435 mutations and is thus an apparent 'mutator\' that was excluded from the following analyses. Among the other 54 clones, a total of 732 mutations were identified, giving an average of 14 mutations per clone. We first grouped all mutations by the Clusters of Orthologous Group (COG) process category to which the mutated genes belong (see [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib49]) and tested whether mutations were over- or under-represented in each category. Whereas mutations in genes involved in carbohydrate and inorganic ion transport and metabolism (COG categories G and P), as well as in replication, recombination and repair (COG category L) were strongly under-represented (among other categories, [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), mutations in genes involved in cell motility, signal transduction and intracellular trafficking, secretion and vesicular transport (COG categories N, T and U, respectively) were strongly over-represented ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Because a majority of populations exhibited significant increases in swarming rate, we further analyzed mutations in genes related to motility, the COG category that was most highly over-represented with mutations. We identified all mutations that occurred among genes previously known from experimental studies to affect *M. xanthus* motility (including two mutagenesis screens designed to identify all genes involved in both A and S motility ([@bib72]; [@bib71])) and also examined mutations in several genes predicted by COG analysis to be motility-related but which have not yet been demonstrated experimentally to influence *M. xanthus* motility ([Supplementary Table S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In particular, we tested whether mutation patterns in the experimentally confirmed motility genes correlate with patterns of swarming-rate evolution.

Disproportionate numbers of mutations occurred in two multi-gene regions known to have critical roles in *M. xanthus* motility, namely the *frz and pil* regions. The *frz* operon, which controls cell-reversal frequency in *M. xanthus,* was mutated in 42 populations. The *frz* operon encodes a complex chemosensory system, in which FrzCD acts as the chemoreceptor which is then methylated and demethylated by the methyltransferase FrzF and methylesterase FrzG, respectively. FrzCD activates the autophosphorylation of the histidine-kinase FrzE, which subsequently transfers the phosphoryl group to FrzZ, the response regulator that controls cell reversals during swarming which in turn controls swarm expansion ([@bib20]). In addition, 11 different populations were mutated in the *pil* region, which is responsible for the production and function of the Type IV pili required for S motility ([@bib70]) ([Supplementary Table S5 and S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Mutations were found in only 15 of the \>100 genes known from experimental studies to affect *M. xanthus* motility (for example, [@bib46]; [@bib6]; [@bib72]; [@bib71]; [@bib20]): *agmK* (1 mutation)*, frzCD* (6 mutations)*, frzE* (9)*, frzF* (27)*, frzZ* (3)*, mglA* (1)*, mreB* (1), *mreC* (1)*, nla19* (2)*, nla24* (4)*, pilA* (5)*, pilB* (1)*, pilG* (3)*, pilS* (2) and *pilT* (1) ([Supplementary Tables S4 and S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A total of 67 mutations (9.1% of all mutations) were found within these 15 genes, which together comprise only 0.2% of all annotated genes. Mutations in the *frz* and *pil* regions (8.3 and 21.6 kb, respectively; 45 and 12 mutations, respectively) were extremely over-represented across all populations, indicating that they were major targets of selection, at least in many evolutionary treatments (*P*\<10^−5^ for deviation from expectations of one and two mutations for the *frz* and *pil* regions, respectively, under a null assumption of random distribution of the 732 (non-P29) mutations across the 9.2 Mb *M. xanthus* genome, two-tailed binomial test).

Intriguingly, the *frz* and *pil* regions were not preferentially mutated specifically in those populations that exhibited significantly faster swarming than their ancestors. In fact, mutations in both operons were represented in a higher proportion of evolved populations with decreased swarming rates (12/12 (100%) and 4/12 (33%) for *frz* and *pil,* respectively) than of populations with significantly increased rates (20/31 (65%) and 6/31 (19%) for *frz* and *pil,* respectively). Under the plausible hypothesis that most mutations in these regions were adaptive, the lack of correlation between swarming-rate increases and the presence of mutations in the *frz* or *pil* regions raises intriguing questions regarding the effects of the mutations on fitness and behavior. For example, some *frz* or *pil* mutations may increase fitness and influence individual cell behavior without increasing overall swarming rate. Others may have increased swarming rate in the original genomic background in which they occurred only to have this effect dampened by subsequent adaptive mutations.

Owing to their numerical predominance, we examined mutations within the *frz* operon in greater detail. *frz* mutations were not distributed randomly within the operon. Three genes (*frzA, frzB* and *frzG*) were not mutated in any population, whereas a disproportionately large number of mutations accumulated in the methyltransferase gene *frzF* (28 mutations (including P29), *P*\<0.001 for deviation from the expectation of random distribution, binomial test). Within *frzF* ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), 17 out of 28 mutations preferentially localized to the SAM-binding domain, the functional domain that methylates the chemoreceptor FrzCD and triggers the signal transduction pathway. Mutation accumulation in this domain deviates significantly from the null expectation of a random distribution across the gene (binomial test, *P*\<0.001).

Both environment and ancestral genotype affected patterns of mutation accumulation in the *frz* operon. A−S+ populations that evolved on hard agar (P13 to P20) constituted the only treatment that did not accumulate any *frz* mutations. In contrast, most A−S+ populations evolving on soft agar (five out of seven examined) did carry a *frz* mutation, indicating a strong environmental effect on the strength of selection on this operon for this motility genotype (Fisher\'s exact test, *P*=0.007). Ancestral genotype also influenced the types of *frz* mutation that accumulated. All *frz* mutations in A+S+ and A−S+ genotypes are non-synonymous single-nucleotide polymorphisms that altered an amino acid in the encoded protein, whereas most mutations in A+S− populations (10 out of 16) resulted in a frameshift or stop codon, suggesting loss of function.

Discussion
==========

To investigate the mechanisms by which populations of motile microbes adapt when under selection to dominate the leading edge of an expanding colony, replicate populations of *M. xanthus* were allowed to evolve for a year and a half on two different surfaces. Previously published studies suggested that adaptation in such a selection regime may occur predominantly by simple increases in intrinsic motility rate that allow fast individuals to reach and disproportionately exploit unused growth substrates before their competitors arrive ([@bib51]; [@bib23]; [@bib59]). In this study, however, patterns of trait change indicate that the dozens of *M. xanthus* populations examined here did not adapt merely by increasing swarming rate, but rather evolved a qualitatively diverse range of adaptations ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

A surprisingly large proportion of populations (\~40%) greatly increased in fitness relative to their ancestor but did not exhibit a constitutively faster swarming rate, suggesting that some adapted by mechanisms also available to non-motile organisms. Indeed, populations tended to increase in their intrinsic growth rates even under conditions in which colonies were not allowed to expand in territory ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), thus indicating that they adapted to general laboratory conditions to some degree. Several populations (\~10%) evolved interference competition that hindered ancestral growth in non-swarming co-cultures ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although antagonistic interactions are rampant among bacteria ([@bib14]), little is known regarding the selective conditions that favor novel forms of allelopathy. Both theoretical and empirical studies have investigated the fitness effects of allelopathy as a function of passive dispersal ([@bib7]; [@bib67]) but how interference competition evolves in actively dispersing populations is not well understood. We found that interference competition can readily evolve even under selective conditions that often cause increases in the rate of active dispersal. Indeed, whereas two of the five populations that evolved interference competition did not swarm significantly faster than their ancestor, the three others did, including P13, which exhibited the most severe allelopathic effects on its ancestor. Further investigations into evolutionary relationships between interference competition and active dispersal are needed.

Unexpectedly, several individual populations evolved the ability to facultatively increase their swarming rate in response to the presence of competitors (\~10%, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, there was a strong trend toward evolving such motility responsiveness to competitors across all populations ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These results lend empirical credence to the possibility that microbes may frequently adapt by evolving the ability to facultatively alter social behaviors in response to variation in their social environment ([@bib55]; [@bib9]). In our populations, facultative alterations of motility rate might indeed have evolved as adaptations *per se* in their context of origin, but it is important to note that the hypothesis that these socially flexible behaviors may be pleiotropic byproducts of adaptive change at other traits cannot be excluded without further investigation ([@bib39]). More generally, hypotheses that facultative responses by microbes to social or community interactions evolved as adaptations require careful testing.

For 14 evolved populations no significant differences from their ancestors were detected for any of the four traits we examined as possible targets of adaptation. Some populations may have in fact adapted via small changes in one or more of these traits that were not detected as being significant by our assays. Alternatively, these populations might have adapted by motility-specific mechanisms of interference competition. For example, such interference might be achieved by alteration of cell-reversal patterns in a manner to which cells of the ancestral genotype respond dysfunctionally but which does not greatly alter the intrinsic swarming rate of an evolved population.

Our results also revealed that replicate populations within the same treatment diverged greatly in multiple respects, including (i) the direction of trait change (for example, the evolution of both slower and faster swarming in different populations, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), (ii) the magnitude of trait change (for example, swarming rates of P41-P48, [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), (iii) the number of quantified traits other than fitness *per se* that changed significantly during evolution (ranging from zero to three, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and (iv) the specific patterns of significant trait changes (five and seven unique combinations among the 12 A+S+ HA and A+S+ SA populations, respectively, and either three or four unique combinations among the eight populations in each of the other four treatments).

To highlight one particular pattern of cross-replicate diversification, the 12 A+S+ populations that evolved on soft agar evolved nearly as much diversity in soft-agar swarming rates (relative to their average swarming rate) in 40 cycles (80 weeks) of selection as was found among 26 strains of *M. xanthus* that were isolated from a 16 × 16 cm patch of soil ([@bib65]) (*cv* (coefficient of variation)=0.29 and 0.31, respectively). The 12 A+S+ populations that were selected on hard agar also evolved a substantial fraction of the hard-agar swarming-rate diversity found among the same 26 natural isolates (*cv*=0.08 and 0.19, respectively). Further, because the swarming-rate variation among our evolved populations that differ by few mutations is not much less than that observed among cm-scale natural isolates ([@bib65]) that differ genetically by tens of thousands of mutations ([@bib66]), it is clear that motility rate is a highly evolvable trait that can rapidly diversify across the range of rates maintained in the wild.

It is well established that differences in both genetic history ([@bib56]; [@bib17]; [@bib13]; [@bib32]; [@bib64]) and environment ([@bib56]; [@bib30]; [@bib32]; [@bib2]) can strongly influence patterns of evolutionary change at both phenotypic ([@bib41]; [@bib11]; [@bib44]) and genetic levels ([@bib10]; [@bib18]; [@bib44]). These factors might also affect the degree to which independently evolving populations diversify ([@bib26]; [@bib58]; [@bib32]; [@bib2]). In our experiments, this clearly was the case. Surface type affected the diversification level of A−S+ populations, whereas genotype (particularly A+S+ vs A−S+) affected the diversification level of populations evolving on hard agar ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

In experiments with bacteria comparing adaptation during growth on agar surfaces versus in shaken liquid, [@bib24], [@bib25]), found that spatial structure promotes diversification relative to an unstructured habitat. Our results confirm the general principle that environment can influence diversification, but, in light of Korona *et al.* (1994), do so in an unexpected direction. Our evolutionary motility substrates, soft and hard agar, differed only in agar concentration, with soft agar being less structured owing to greater permeability. A−S+ populations that evolved on the less-structured surface diversified more than did those that evolved on hard agar. The directional contrast between our results and those of Korona *et al.*, together with the fact that the surface-type treatment did not affect the relative degree of diversification among A+S+ or A+S− populations, indicates that the relationship between degree of spatial structure and diversification can hinge on biological and environmental particularities.

Our results also show that ancestral genotypes differ in their propensity for trait diversification. Among the populations that evolved on hard agar, A+S+ populations diversified in swarming rate more than did either A−S+ or A+S− populations. On soft agar, A−S+ populations diversified much more than did either A+S+ or A+S− populations ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results also illustrate that environment and genotype can interact to influence the degree of diversification among populations, as different ancestral genotypes show the greatest diversification across the two surface- type environments. Given that our ancestral motility genotypes differed pairwise by only one mutation, greater genetic differentiation might be expected to often influence diversification propensity to even greater degrees.

How does the degree of swarming-rate diversification documented here compare to diversification in other evolution experiments? Vasi *et al.* (1994) introduced the metric *I*~*X*~ to quantify the degree of diversification at a trait of interest among independently evolved populations, scaled by the average degree of trait change. They calculated this parameter for fitness values among 12 populations of *Escherichia coli* that had undergone 2000 generations of growth in a liquid habitat, as well for several life-history traits that were potential targets of selection in that experiment ([@bib60]). Although heterogeneity was found in most traits and it was thus inferred that the *E. coli* populations followed somewhat different adaptive trajectories, the value of *I*~*X*~ was well below unity for all traits (range of 0--0.57, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), that is, the degree of inter-population diversification was substantially lower than the average degree of trait change. Moreover, all traits that evolved did so in the same direction in all populations. In striking contrast, *I*~*X*~ was much greater than unity in four of our six evolutionary treatments for measures of swarming rate on their respective selective-regime surface types ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). In addition, in our experiments, the swarming rates of some populations derived from the same ancestor changed significantly in opposite directions in multiple treatments (A+S+ HA, A+S+ SA and A−S+ SA).

The relative diversification of our populations is also much greater than that observed in a trait targeted by selection in 12 populations of *M. xanthus* after 1000 generations of evolution in liquid culture ([@bib63]). The value of *I*~*X*~ for maximum growth rate in that study was 0.23, which is lower than the smallest *I*~*X*~ value reported here for swarming rate (A−S+ HA, *I*~*X*~=0.35). Diversification was also low in two previous studies in which swarming populations of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* underwent evolution in selective regimes similar to ours ([@bib51]; [@bib59]). Although extensive diversification has been previously observed in some evolution experiments ([@bib38]), we are unaware of any set of replicate populations in which a quantifiable phenotypic trait has diversified more than the average degree of trait change (that is, had an *I*~*x*~ value greater than unity), as occurred in four of our treatments. However, the useful diversification metric *I*~*x*~ will need to be applied to many more evolution experiments in order to generate a frequency distribution of diversification ranges across organisms, traits, genotypes and environments before it can be inferred whether *I~x~* values above unity are rare or common across a much larger set of studies.

Convergent molecular evolution among replicate populations evolving in the same environment is common ([@bib5]; [@bib53]; [@bib59]). Here, such convergence occurred strikingly at the *frz* operon ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Tables S5 and S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which was mutated in all or a majority of replicate populations in all five treatments other than A−S+ HA (in which no *frz* mutations fixed in any population). Thus, both ancestral genotype and selective environment affected whether or not operon-level convergent evolution occurred. Intentionally introduced deletions or disruptions in the *frz* operon generally have negative effects on group-level swarming ([@bib75]; [@bib20]). However, because most of our evolved populations swarm faster than their ancestors, one obvious hypothesis for how *frz* mutations might be adaptive in our selection regime is by increasing group-level swarming rate. This suggests that some mutations may enhance rather than reduce *frz* functions. In particular, some *frzF* mutations may change the methyl-group affinity of the encoded methyltransferase FrzF (which triggers the entire *frz* signal transduction cascade) in a manner that increases group-level swarming rate. Indeed, most of the mutations in FrzF occur in the methyl-binding site (or SAM-binding domain). However, how single point mutations in the *frz* operon may affect cell-reversal frequencies and group-level swarming remains unclear, as mutations in this operon were not statistically associated with increased swarming rates (or any other phenotype ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"})). *frz*-mutation benefits may often be contingent on social and/or genetic environments (for example, due to epistasis with other adaptive mutations ([@bib8]; [@bib28]; [@bib1])). For example, population-level behavioral effects caused by *frz* mutations in the genotypic context in which they were initially selected may have in many cases been masked by phenotypic changes caused by subsequent adaptive mutations in other genes. Because several populations carrying *frz* mutations do not swarm faster than their ancestors but nonetheless outcompete those ancestors ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Tables S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), some *frz* mutations may confer a fitness advantage not by enabling mutants to swarm faster, but rather by causing a motility-specific form of interference competition in which ancestral-genotype cells respond dysfunctionally to altered motility behavior by *frz* mutants.

Evolutionary increases in the proportion of overall fitness that is determined by social traits can be termed the 'socialization of fitness\'. Fitness socialization should complexify adaptive landscape topographies ([@bib34]) because genes affecting social traits can increasingly interact epistatically across genomes ([@bib68]; [@bib54]) as well as within them ([@bib36]). The highly social character of myxobacterial life cycles (which often include social forms of motility, predation and multicellular development ([@bib62])) combined with the unusually high levels of genetic complexity characteristic of myxobacterial genomes ([@bib12]) may together cause myxobacteria to be more evolutionarily diversifiable than less social prokaryotes. More broadly, the manners in which genetic variation can influence evolutionary diversification require further investigation.

Social environments can impose strong selective pressures. Because both forms of *M. xanthus* motility are social traits, early adaptive sweeps in our populations are likely to have fixed distinct mutations across replicate populations that differed in how they altered the social environments---and hence selective environments---of those populations. Such variation in the stochastic input of adaptive social mutations across populations may differentiate the subsequent set of potential adaptive trajectories open to those populations and thus promote diversification.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.

![Swarm morphologies of evolved populations after 40 cycles. Swarming phenotypes after 7 days of growth by subsets of populations evolved on hard agar (**a**) and soft agar (**b**).](ismej2016115f1){#fig1}

![Swarming rates of evolved populations. Swarming rates of ancestors (gray) and each evolved population in its respective evolutionary environment, either hard agar (**a**) or soft agar (**b**). Evolved populations with a swarming rate that differed significantly from their respective ancestors are represented in red (*P*\<0.05), whereas populations with non-significant changes are in black. Swarming rates and *P-*values for each population can be found in [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals (also for all other graphs unless indicated otherwise). (**c**) Average evolutionary change in swarming rates for each of the six treatments, expressed as a percentage increase relative to ancestor strains. \**P*\<0.05; \*\**P*\<0.01; \*\*\**P*\<0.001, asterisks indicate significant effect of evolutionary treatment on swarming rate as calculated by one-sample *t*-tests for differences from 0.](ismej2016115f2){#fig2}

![Interaction with ancestors affects evolved-population swarming rates. (**a**) Percentage differences between swarming rates of evolved populations in direct competition with their respective ancestor and evolved populations alone. Data points represent replicate-assay means for individual evolved populations. Horizontal lines indicate the average effect of evolved-ancestor mixing on evolved swarming rates across all populations evolved on each surface type and all populations in total. Significance levels correspond to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for a difference from 0 and error bars represent standard deviations. (**b**) Mixed colonies of P25 and its ancestor swarm faster than either in pure culture. *P-*values reflect two-tailed paired *t*-tests between treatments connected by horizontal bars (also for **c**). (**c**) Mixed colonies of P45 and its ancestor swarm slower than P45 alone but faster than the ancestor alone. \**P*\<0.05; \*\**P*\<0.01; \*\*\**P*\<0.001.](ismej2016115f3){#fig3}

![Diversification of evolved populations. (**a**) Within-treatment variance of swarming rates. *P-*values represent significance levels for differences between the hard and soft agar treatments for two genotypes after two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni *post hoc* tests. *N*=12 for A+S+ and *N*=8 for mutant genotypes. \*\**P*\<0.01; \*\*\**P*\<0.001. (**b**) Within-treatment diversification index (*I*~*x*~) for swarming rates. *I*~*x*~ values here represent the average divergence among multiple independently evolved pairs of strains that each descended from the same ancestor and evolved in the same environment. 'a\' represents *P*\<0.001 for a difference between the respective treatment and the A−S+ hard agar treatment.](ismej2016115f4){#fig4}

![Selection on fitness at swarm fronts caused convergent evolution of the Frz chemosensory system in most treatments. Representations of the *frz* operon in *M. xanthus*. (**a**) *frz* mutations in A+S+ populations. Black and gray arrows indicate mutations in hard- and soft-agar populations, respectively. Numbers indicate mutated amino-acid positions and letters indicate amino-acid changes. (**b**) Focus on the *frzF* gene highlighting regions encoding predicted functional domains as determined by Pfam ([pfam.sanger.ac.uk/](pfam.sanger.ac.uk/)). (**c**, **d**) *frz* mutations in A−S+ and A+S− populations, respectively. Asterisks indicate stop codons.](ismej2016115f5){#fig5}

###### Summary of significant changes in potentially adaptive traits across all evolved populations

              *Adapted*[a](#t1-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   *Pure swarm speed*[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   *Growth rate*[c](#t1-fn4){ref-type="fn"}   *Growth interference*[d](#t1-fn5){ref-type="fn"}   *Mixed swarm speed*[e](#t1-fn6){ref-type="fn"}   *\# sign. changes*[f](#t1-fn7){ref-type="fn"}   frz *mut*[g](#t1-fn8){ref-type="fn"}
  ---------- -------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
  *A+S+HA*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   P1                         +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *F*
   P2                         +++                                                                                       \+                                                                                               \+                                               2                                         *CD*
   P3                         +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *F*
   P4                          \+                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *Z*
   P5                          ++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *F*
   P6                         +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *E*
   P7                         +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         1                                         *CD*
   P8                         +++                                        **+**                                                                                         \+                                                                                                 1                                         *F*
   P9                         +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                        *F/F*
   P10                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *F*
   P11                        +++                                          −                                                                                                                                                                                              0                                         *F*
   P12                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                        *E/CD*
  *A−S+HA*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   P13                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                         \+                                                                                                 2                                          −
   P14                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
   P15                        +++                                        **+**                                        **+**                                                                                                                                               2                                          −
   P16                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
   P17                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
   P18                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                         **+**                                              2                                          −
   P19                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
   P20                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
  *A+S−HA*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   P21                         ++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *CD*
   P22                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *E*
   P23                         ++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *F*
   P24                         ++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *F*
   P25                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                         **+**                                              2                                         *CD*
   P26                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
   P27                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
   P28                         ++                                        **+**                                        **+**                                                                                                                                               2                                         *F*
  *A+S+SA*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   P29                        +++                                         \+                                                                                                                                                                                              1                                        *F/CD*
   P30                        +++                                         \+                                            \+                                                                                                                                                2                                         *F*
   P31                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                      **+**                                              1                                         *F*
   P32                        +++                                        **+**                                        **+**                                                                                            **+**                                              3                                         *F*
   P33                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *F*
   P34                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                          −
   P35                         \+                                                                                                                                    **+**                                                                                                0                                         *F*
   P36                        +++                                                                                     **+**                                                                                                                                               1                                         *E*
   P37                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         1                                         *F*
   P38                        +++                                        **+**                                        **+**                                                                                            **+**                                              3                                         *F*
   P39                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *F*
   P40                        +++                                          −                                          **+**                                                                                                                                               1                                         *F*
  *A−S+SA*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   P41                        +++                                          −                                          **+**                                                                                                                                               0                                         *F*
   P42                        +++                                        **+**                                        **+**                                                                                                                                               2                                          −
   P43                        +++                                        **+**                                        **+**                                                                                                                                               2                                         *F*
   P44                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *F*
   P45                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                           −                                                1                                         *F*
   P46                        +++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *E*
   P48                         ++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                          −
  *A+S−SA*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
   P49                        +++                                                                                                                                      \+                                                                                                 1                                         *F*
   P50                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *F*
   P51                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *E*
   P52                         \+                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                         *E*
   P53                         \+                                        **+**                                                                                         \+                                                                                                 2                                        *E/Z*
   P54                         ++                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         0                                        *Z/CD*
   P55                         ++                                        **+**                                                                                         \+                                                                                                 2                                         *E*
   P56                        +++                                        **+**                                                                                                                                                                                            1                                         *F*

Abbreviations: HA, hard agar; SA, soft agar.

+++ complete exclusion of ancestor from edge, ++ ancestor present in fewer than 50% of edge samples, + ancestor present in more than 50% of the edge samples but at reduced frequency relative to controls.

Significant changes in pure-culture swarming rates compared with ancestor.

Significant changes in growth rate without swarm expansion.

Significant reduction of ancestor growth in non-swarming competitions.

Significantly increased swarming rate in the presence of the ancestor. ^b-e^Plus (+) symbols indicate statistically significant (*P*\<0.05) evolutionary changes in the respective traits.

Total number of significant trait changes.

Mutations in the *frz* operon.

###### Comparison of diversification indices (*I*~*x*~) across independent experimental evolution studies

  *Organism*          *Trait*                            *Treatment*                                                       *Generations*     *I*~*x*~     *Reference*
  ------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- --------------- -------------
  *M. xanthus*        Maximum growth rate                Growth in batch culture                                               1000            0.23       [@bib63]
                      Swarming rate                      A+S+ on hard agar                                                     ⩾328            1.70       This study
                                                         A−S+ on hard agar                                                     ⩾261            0.35        
                                                         A+S− on hard agar                                                     ⩾260            0.58        
                                                         A+S+ on soft agar                                                     ⩾341            1.64        
                                                         A−S+ on soft agar                                                     ⩾237            2.72        
                                                         A+S− on soft agar                                                     ⩾221            1.60        
                                                                                                                                                           
  *P. aeruginosa*     Swarm area relative to ancestor    Hard (1.2%) agar, selection for high fitness at swarm edge                            0.17       [@bib51]
                                                         Hard (1.2%) agar, spatially random selection across swarm area                        0.32        
                                                         Soft (0.3%) agar, selection for high fitness at swarm edge                            0.15        
                                                         Soft (0.3%) agar, spatially random selection across swarm area                        0.55        
                                                                                                                                                           
  *E. coli*           Relative fitness                   Growth in batch culture                                               2000            0.05       [@bib60]
                      Lag period prior to growth                                                                               2000            0.29        
                      Maximum growth rate                                                                                      2000            0.06        
                      Death rate                                                                                               2000            0.57        
                      Yield                                                                                                    2000            0.15        
                      Death rate after long starvation                                                                         2000            0.34        
                      Cell size---stationary phase                                                                             2000            0.21        
                      Cell size---exponential phase                                                                            2000            0.19        
                                                                                                                                                           
  Digital organisms   Fitness                            Simple environment                                                    4000         0.19 (max)    [@bib74]
                                                                                                                               40000       0.05 (stable)   
